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Broadway: A Compiler for Exploiting the
Domain-Specific Semantics of Software Libraries
Samuel Z. Guyer, Calvin Lin

Abstract— This paper describes the Broadway compiler and
our experiences using it to support domain-specific compiler
optimizations. Our goal is to provide compiler support for a
wide range of domains and to do so in the context of existing
programming languages. Therefore we focus on a technique that
we call library-level optimization, which recognizes and exploits
the domain-specific semantics of software libraries. The key to
our system is a separation of concerns: compiler expertise is built
into the Broadway compiler machinery, while domain expertise
resides in separate annotation files that are provided by domain
experts. We describe how this system can optimize parallel linear
algebra codes written using the PLAPACK library. We find
that our annotations effectively capture PLAPACK expertise at
several levels of abstraction, and that our compiler can automatically apply this expertise to produce considerable performance
improvements. Our approach shows that the abstraction and
modularity found in modern software can be as much as asset
to the compiler as it is to the programmer.
Index Terms— Library-level optimization, domain-specific,
compiler

As the study of compilers has matured, the capabilities
of traditional optimizing compilers have been stretched to
the limit, with increasingly complex optimization algorithms
that yield diminishing returns. This situation reflects the
extreme difficulty of wresting ever better performance from
the same set of low-level programming language constructs.
By contrast, domain-specific languages offer new high-level
primitive operations for compilers to analyze and manipulate.
Thus, domain-specific compilation is one of the few remaining
frontiers for optimizing compilers.
A number of domain-specific compilers already exist. Some
are tied to a particular language, such as MATLAB [8],
[11], [31] and Spiral [29], while others are tied to particular
domains, such as sparse matrices [9], [27]. A great strength of
these approaches is the compiler’s ability to make important
assumptions about a specific domain. A problem with these
approaches is their limited applicability: the capabilities that
they provide do not translate to other languages or other
domains. Such approaches make it difficult for programmers to
use multiple domains in a single program, and make it difficult
to develop compilers for new domains.
In this paper we describe an alternate approach to domainspecific compilation that supports a wide range of domains
with a single compiler infrastructure. The key idea is to
separate general-purpose compiler mechanisms from domainspecific information and expertise. Rather than hard-code
domain knowledge into the compiler, our solution encapsulates such information through the use of a small annotation
language. By using different annotations for different domains,
our configurable compiler, called the Broadway compiler, can

target multiple domains, even within the same program.
Our solution targets software libraries rather than domainspecific languages, and our annotations identify library routines that serve as domain-specific operations. During compilation, the annotations guide the Broadway compiler in its
analysis and optimization of these operations.
Our design yields a number of benefits. First, as mentioned
above, it allows us to handle multiple domains. A great many
more domains are provided as libraries than are formulated
as languages. Second, since libraries are already widely used,
we can bring domain-specific compilation to existing software
with little or no change to current programming practices.
Third, the incremental cost of adding new domains or new
optimizations is low because it does not require modifications
to the compiler. The Broadway compiler consists primarily of
domain-independent compiler machinery, such as a dataflow
analysis framework, a code transformation system, and a set
of traditional optimization passes.
In the spectrum of domain-specific compilers, Broadway
represents a tradeoff that favors breadth of applicability over
depth of capabilities. Our system produces competitive results
for many domains but often cannot compete with custom
compilers for individual domains. In deciding what to include
in Broadway, we consider the general utility of the feature and
the complexity of configuring it from an annotation language.
Dataflow analysis, for example, is a general static analysis
technique for collecting information about the dynamic behavior of a program. Our formulation of dataflow analysis
only supports a subset of analysis problems, which limits the
annotation writer’s exposure to the underlying lattice theory.
Nevertheless, these capabilities can express a wide variety of
domain-specific compilation tasks, from optimizing parallel
linear algebra codes to checking system software for security
vulnerabilities [17], [21].
This paper presents an overview of our system, explains its
design rationale, and summarizes our results and experiences.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I
reviews related work. Section II describes the Broadway
system and the general notion of library-level optimization.
Section III then explains how the Broadway system can be
applied to a parallel linear algebra library. Section IV presents
performance results, and Section V concludes and identifies
prospects for future work.
I. R ELATED WORK
Many domain-specific compilers are designed expressly
for particular domains. These systems include Matrix++ for
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optimizing matrix operations based on a specification of
the matrix structure [9], the Falcon compiler for optimizing
MatLab programs [11], and the FFTW system for generating
fast Fourier transform implementations [15]. By focusing on
a single domain, such systems can employ the best representation and the most aggressive optimizations for that domain.
By contrast, the Broadway compiler and annotation language
are not tailored to any specific application domain, and thus
trade off power for generality.
The Telescoping languages [23] project shares many goals
and ideas with our research. A recent proposal describes an annotation language similar to ours that captures properties of library interfaces [5]. Currently, this work focuses on generating
optimized code from scripting languages, such as MatLab [6].
The system uses offline compilation to generate alternative
library implementations and uses a type inference system to
select from among these. Broadway targets general-purpose
programming languages—which support a wider range of
domains—and uses dataflow analysis to drive optimizations.
Dataflow analysis can solve many type inference problems but
can also track the state of a computation, which is awkward
to express using types.
It is useful to view Broadway as a specific instance of a
system for supporting active libraries [36]. Active libraries
represent a broad class of reusable software components
that, unlike traditional libraries, are actively involved in the
compilation process. One category of active libraries is selftuning libraries, such as ATLAS [10]. Another category includes meta-programming techniques, such as expression templates [35], programmable syntax macros [37] and meta-object
protocols [7], [24], which allow library developers to specify
code customizations that take effect at application compile
time. While these techniques provide powerful compile-time
program manipulation capabilities, they suffer from two major
drawbacks. The first is that the meta-program itself is often
complex and error prone. The second is that these systems
work primarily at the syntactic level—none of them include
advanced program analysis. Our system drives program transformations using dataflow analysis, which captures deep semantic information about how programs work, and our system
operates on a larger scope than typical meta-programs.
Previous research has also explored a number of different
ways of making compilers more flexible, and often this work
is motivated by the desire to support high-level and domainspecific compilation. Existing approaches, however, take a
considerably different view of the tradeoff between usability
and power. In particular, they often provide a more comprehensive set of tools for defining new compiler components, but
using these tools can be difficult and error prone. Examples
include open compiler infrastructures such as SUIF [22],
optimizer generators such as Genesis [38], the Magik compiler [14], and analyzer generators such as Sharlit [33] and
PAG [28]. Our view is that such approaches are not viable for
domain-specific compilation because they require too much
compiler expertise to be used by most domain experts.
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II. B ROADWAY
In this section we describe various opportunities for librarylevel optimization and we show how the Broadway compiler
exploits them.
A. Library-level optimization
Software libraries provide a simple and flexible mechanism for including domain-specific functionality in generalpurpose programming languages. A library represents the
types and operators of a domain as a collection of ordinary
datatypes and procedures, so programmers can add domainspecific functionality to any application simply by including
the appropriate header files and making calls to the library
interface. Programmers can develop new libraries for new
domains at any time and can easily combine substantially
different domains in a single application.
Unlike the built-in operators of a programming language,
however, the domain-specific operators of a library have no
special meaning to the compiler. As a result traditional compilers cannot analyze and optimize these operators, leaving the
task of using libraries correctly and efficiently entirely to the
programmer.
The goal of the Broadway project is to solve this problem
by providing a new kind of compiler that can perform librarylevel analysis and library-level optimization. Our strategy is
to extend existing compiler mechanisms so that they can
recognize and manipulate library routine calls in much the
same way that they do for built-in operators. We show that
the same mechanisms that have proven effective for the builtin operators are also effective for library operators. The key
is to capture some of the domain-specific information about
each library in a form that a compiler can use.
1) Opportunities: Our compiler targets three kinds of
library-level optimizations:
 Domain-independent extensions. These optimizations
are direct extensions of traditional optimizations, such
as dead-code elimination and loop-invariant code motion,
applied to library routine calls. They are enabled by simple dependence information about each library routine.
For example, by knowing that many of the math library
operators have no side-effects the compiler can safely
hoist them out of loops.
 Single domain optimizations. Library interfaces often
include a range of different routines, many of which are
designed to provide better performance for special cases.
For example, a matrix library might have special routines
for handling triangular matrices. Knowing when and how
to use such routines can require significant expertise.
This class of optimizations automates the selection of
specialized routines, including identifying opportunities
and ensuring correctness.
 Cross domain optimizations. The layering and encapsulation of library code often carries a performance penalty.
Libraries are compiled ahead of time, making it difficult
to take advantage of information about how they are used
in particular applications. Cross domain optimizations
provide a systematic way to break open the layers,
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Library
Linear algebra
Graphics
File access
Threads
PLAPACK
(many libraries)
Fig. 1.

Property
Special forms: triangular, tridiagonal
Drawing state: lighting and shading options
File state: open or closed
Lock state: locked, unlocked
Matrix distribution: row and column distribution
Validity: check or unchecked
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Action
Replace general purpose routines with special-purpose routines
Inline and specialize routines to avoid unused filters
Report error if accessing a closed file
Report double locking bugs
Remove unused code that handles distributed cases
Remove redundant error checking

Libraries often have domain-specific properties that can be exploited by a compiler, but only if it is aware of them.

exposing a library’s implementation to the compiler in the
context of the application. These optimizations combine
the application and libraries into a single integrated and
customized piece of code.
B. Identifying optimization opportunities using typestate
The central task in library-level optimization is to identify
places where it is both legal and profitable to change the
library calls in an application. The changes themselves are
typically straightforward: single domain optimizations replace
a general-purpose library call with a special-purpose call or
with a series of low-level library calls; cross domain optimizations consist of inlining followed by further optimization.
The challenge lies in expressing the conditions under which
an optimization applies and in identifying the parts of the
application that satisfy the conditions.
The conditions that enable library-level optimizations are
analogous to those of traditional optimizations: they depend
on the states of the objects or on some global fact about the
state of the computation. The difference is that for library-level
optimization these states are expressed in terms of the library
domain. For example, a series of linear algebra computations
might result in matrices with special forms, such as triangular
or tridiagonal. By knowing that the matrices have these characteristics, the compiler might be able to replace a general
matrix multiply call with a more efficient one that exploits
the special forms. We refer to these domain-specific attributes
(such as “special form”) as properties, and we refer to their
possible states (such as triangular or tridiagonal) as property
values. Many aspects of efficiency and correctness can be
expressed as conditions on the property values of objects.
Table 1 shows several concrete examples of libraries and
associated properties, along with the actions that a compiler
might take upon deriving this information. Our previous work
on automatic error detection includes detailed descriptions of
several such properties designed to model the domains of file
manipulation and network security [17], [21].
Our notion of a property is a form of typestate [32]: it
includes features of both types and states. They behave as
types because property values can be related by a subtyping
relation. For example, diagonal matrices can be defined as
subtypes of triangular matrices. Specifically, the property
values for each property are explicitly organized into a lattice
(See Section II-D.2 for details). Properties can also behave
as states, because they can have different values at different
points in the program. For example, a matrix might start out
empty, then be filled with values, then finally be factored into
a triangular form.

The overall Broadway optimization process, based on typestate properties, proceeds as follows:
1) A library expert designs a set of domain-specific optimizations and encodes this information using the annotation language. This step involves:
 Identifying abstract properties and property values
that are significant for the library.
 Specifying the behavior of each library routine in
terms of these abstract properties.
 Specifying code transformations for each library
routine, which are predicated on the property values
of the arguments.
2) The application programmer obtains the annotation file
and passes it to Broadway.
3) During compilation, Broadway consults the annotations
to determine how to interpret and manipulate the library
routine calls:
 It solves the typestate analysis problem, yielding
an assignment of property values to objects in the
application.
 It evaluates the predicates at each call site and applies the code transformations where the predicates
are true.
C. Beyond performance
Typestate information can also be used to detect incorrect
or unsafe uses of library routines. In these cases, the results
of typestate analysis are used to emit compile-time error messages rather than to guide code transformations. This feature
helps produce more robust systems and improves programmer productivity. Library-specific error messages are useful
because they provide immediate feedback on coding mistakes,
rather than delaying problems to run-time. In addition, this
facility can be used to check for deeper security flaws [17],
[21]. Security has become more critical for high-performance
computing with the growing popularity of grids and distributed
computing.
D. Annotation language
In the Broadway system, all domain-specific information is
provided as annotations: each library specifies its own analysis
problems, code transformations, and error messages. Here we
give a brief overview of the language; a more complete discussion can be found elsewhere [16], [19], [20]. The annotation
language conveys four kinds of information to the compiler:
(1) dependence information about the library interface, including the uses, defs, and pointer structures manipulated by
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procedure PROCNAME ( identifier-list )
( pointers usesdefs analyze transform report ) ?

g

f

on entry structure ?
on exit structure ?

f

VARNAME
VARNAME --> [ new ]
VARNAME
structure ?
delete VARNAME

g

f

access
modify

g

g

structure

f identifier-list g
f identifier-list g

(a) Dependence annotation grammar
procedure fopen(path, mode) {
on_entry { path --> path_string
mode --> mode_string }
access
{ path_string, mode_string }
on_exit { return --> new file_handle }
}
procedure fclose(file) {
on_entry { file --> file_handle }
on_exit { delete file_handle }
}

(b) Example
Fig. 2. Pointer and dependence annotations provide a way to describe how the
library traverses and updates pointer-based data structures. The --> operator
declares a “points-to” relationship.

1) Library interface information: All of the annotations for
a library routine are enclosed in a procedure annotation.
Figure 2 shows the grammar for this part of the language,
along with example annotations for two standard file I/O
routines. Within the procedure annotation each library
routine has a set of four pointer and dependence annotations
that describes its behavior:


The on entry annotation describes the pointer structures expected as input to the library routine. This annotation tells the compiler how to traverse the pointer
structures and provides names to the internal objects. The
arrow --> can be thought of as a “points-to” operator,
which leads to a natural declarative description of pointer
structures.
 The access annotation identifies the objects that the
routine accesses. This list can refer to variables from

!

property

property PROPNAME : [ dir ] property-vals
[ initially PROPVAL ]

! f property-val-list g
! property-val [ , property-val-list ]
!
[ property-vals ]
! @forward
j @backward

property-vals
property-val-list
property-val

PROPVAL

dir

(a) Property annotation grammar
property FileState : { Open, Closed }

initially Closed

property Kind : { Socket { Local, Remote }
File }

(b) Example property definitions
T
Remote

T

Local

Open Closed
File

Socket
T

procedure

the interface or to names introduced by the on entry
annotations.
 The modify annotation identifies the objects that the
routine modifies. Since this information is only used for
dependence analysis there is no need to describe how the
routine modifies them.
 The on exit annotation describes any changes to the
pointer structure effected by the routine.
The example in Figure 2 (b) indicates that the fopen routine
takes two pointers as arguments, it accesses the targets of those
two pointers, and it allocates and returns a new object. At each
callsite, the compiler binds the actual objects involved to the
names given in the annotations.
In compiler terms, the access and modifies annotations
specify the “uses” and “defs” of the routine, respectively. Note
that a pointer dereference is automatically recorded as an
access, and a pointer update is automatically recorded as a
modification.
With this information Broadway can compute data dependence information for the whole application, including library
calls. This information includes a model of heap objects,
pointer aliases, and use-def chains. This dependence information allows our compiler to perform on library calls a number
of traditional optimizations, such as dead-code elimination.

T

each routine, (2) domain-specific program analysis problems,
which are solved by the compiler’s analysis framework, (3)
domain-specific optimizations, which are expressed as code
transformations and are contingent on the analysis results,
and (4) compile-time messages, which emit messages on the
command line according to the analysis results.
The annotation file for a library is organized around the
routines that make up the interface. Each routine has an entry
in the file that contains all of the information related to the
routine. In addition, there are several global annotations, which
apply to all routines. We show the grammar for each kind of
annotation and use the standard C library for examples.
The grammar descriptions below adopt the following conventions: italics indicate non-terminals, teletype indicates
literal keywords, and anything in SMALLCAPS is an identifier.

(c) Lattices for the properties above
Fig. 3. Property annotations define flow-values for library-specific analysis
passes. The syntactic structure implies the underlying lattice.

2) Library-specific analysis passes: As mentioned above,
library-level optimizations and error messages are triggered by
library-specific typestate information (properties). An annotation writer defines a property by specifying (1) the name of the
property and its set of property values, and (2) the effects of
each library routine on these values. The property values are
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organized into a lattice, which expresses the subtyping relation.
Broadway uses dataflow analysis to push the property values
through the application and derive an assignment of property
values to objects at different points in the program.
The property and property values are defined using a
property annotation, and the effects of the library routines
are defined using analyze annotations (one for each routine).
Figure 3 shows the property annotation grammar, including
examples of the annotations and the lattices that they imply.
Properties also have a direction, forward or backward, which
indicates which way the information flows in the program.
Backward properties are useful for describing how objects
will be used at a later point in the program’s execution. The
annotation writer chooses the direction of information flow,
and the compiler uses the appropriate algorithm to propagate
the information.
The analyze annotations describe how each library routine updates the property values of objects. Figure 4 shows the
grammar for these annotations along with examples for the
standard C library. Analyze annotations can be unconditional,
as in the fopen example, which always produces a file handle
in the “open” state. Analyze annotations can also be guarded,
as in the socket example, which produces either a “remote”
socket or a “local” socket, depending on the domain argument.
The property value tests are described below.
analyze
analysis-rule
condition

test

effect

!
j
!
j
!
j
j
j
j
!
j
j
j
j
!
j

f analysis-rule ? g
f effect ? g
if ( condition ) f effect ? g
default f effect ? g
analyze
analyze

PROPNAME
PROPNAME

[ PROPNAME : ] test
numeric-comparison
condition || condition
condition && condition
! condition
VARNAME
VARNAME
VARNAME
VARNAME
VARNAME

is-??
is-exactly PROPVAL
is-atleast PROPVAL
could-be PROPVAL
is-atmost PROPVAL

VARNAME
VARNAME

<<-

PROPVAL
VARNAME

(a) Analysis annotation grammar
procedure fopen(path, mode) {
on_entry ...
on_exit ...
analyze Kind
{ file_handle <- File }
analyze FileState { file_handle <- Open }
}
procedure socket(domain, type, protocol) {
on_entry ...
on_exit ...
analyze Kind {
if (domain == AF_INET) { return <- Remote }
if (domain == AF_UNIX) { return <- Local }
}
}

(b) Examples
Fig. 4. Analysis annotations specify how library routines affect property
values. In the compiler these serve as transfer functions.

3) Optimizations and error reports: Library-level optimizations and error reports are defined on a per-routine basis.
Figure 5 shows the grammar for these annotations, along with
example uses. An optimization consists of a code transformation and a guarding condition. Broadway applies the code
transformation at each callsite for which the condition is true.
Similarly, an error report consists of a message to emit and a
guarding condition.
The guarding conditions on these annotations test the results
of the property analysis. We provide several operators to test
the property values and their lattice relationships:


is-exactly: evaluates to true only if the object on the
left-hand side ends up with exactly the property value on
the right-hand side.
 is-atleast and is-atmost: these two operators
represent lattice “less-than-or-equal” and “greater-thanor-equal” tests, respectively. In the socket example of
Figure 3, property value Local is-atleast Socket.
 is-??: this unary operator evaluates to true if the object
ends up with lattice bottom.
 could-be: this operator evaluates to true if at any point
in the program the object ever takes on the value on the
right.
The optimization annotations can specify one of two transformations to apply at each satisfying callsite: (1) replace
the library call with an arbitrary C code fragment, or (2)
inline the library routine implementation (assuming library
source is available). The replacement mechanism works much
like hygienic macros [26]: the compiler parses and checks
code fragments, and then ensures that expansion results in
syntactically correct code. Figure 5 shows a code replacement
example for the fgets routine: when the size is 1 we can
just use fgetc and store the returned character directly in the
string. The compiler will replace the $s token with the actual
argument at the call site.
The code replacement facility is most useful for expressing
single-domain optimizations, and the inlining facility is most
useful for cross-domain optimizations because it exposes the
implementation of a library routine. As with the code replacements, inlining can be made contingent on the results
of dataflow analysis. This feature enables domain-specific
inlining policies, which help ensure that inlining takes place
only when it is likely to be beneficial.
Figure 5 also shows an error report example: the compiler
will emit a message whenever a program attempts to read from
a file handle that is not open. The compiler will replace the
@callsite token with the line number and file name of the
erroneous the call site.
E. Compiler design
Broadway is a source-to-source translator for C written in
C++. It is built on top of the C-Breeze compiler infrastructure [18] and inherits many components from it, including
the front-end parser, internal representation, and a suite of
traditional compiler analysis and optimization passes. Figure 6
shows the overall architecture of the system. Broadway takes
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Application

Library

Broadway

C source code

Header & source

Configurable, domain-independent compiler

Library Annotations

Analysis Framework

Optimizer

Whole-program, interprocedural

Domain-specific information

Basic interface information
Uses, defs, pointer behavior

Traditional optimizations
Pointer analyzer
Builds model of memory

D-S program analysis
Dataflow values and functions

Dead-code elimination,
Constant propagation, etc.

Dataflow analyzer

Code transform engine

Solves library-specific
dataflow analysis problems

Driven by analysis results

Optimized
system
Integrated library and
application

Library-specific optimizations
Macro-like code transformations

Report Generator
Emit messages

Compile-time messages

Based on analysis results

In terms of analysis results

Compile-time
Messages
Library-specific errors
and reports

Fig. 6. The architecture of the Broadway compiler: an annotation file accompanies the usual library files and tells the compiler how to perform library-level
analysis and optimization on applications that use the library.

transform

!

when ( condition ) replace-with %
%

report
report-element

j
!
!
j
j
j

g

C CODE

f

when ( condition ) inline ;
report if ( condition ) report-element ? ;
"Some string literal..."
PROPNAME : VARNAME
@callsite
[ VARNAME ]

(a) Action annotation grammar
procedure fgets(s, size, f) {
on_entry ...
on_exit ...
when (size == 1)
replace-with %{ (*${s}) = fgetc(f); }%
report if ( ! FileState : file_handle is-exactly Open)
"Error at " ++ @callsite ++ ": File is not open\\n";
}

(b) Examples
Fig. 5.

Action annotations specify optimizations and error reports.

as input an application written in ANSI C along with annotation files that describe the libraries used by the application.
During each compilation phase the compiler consults the
annotations to determine the effects of each call to the library.
Two compiler mechanisms are central to our domainspecific optimizations: (1) a configurable dataflow analysis
framework, which solves the domain-specific typestate analysis problems given by the annotations, and (2) a code
transformation engine, which tests the conditions and applies
the optimizations specified by the annotations. In addition, the
error reporting mechanism visits all library call sites and emits
any messages specified by the annotations.
The dataflow analysis framework uses a traditional iterative
analysis algorithm to solve each library-specific analysis problem [1], [25]. It also includes a number of powerful features

that improve both its precision and its scalability. We found
these features critical for exploiting the opportunities presented
by real, industrial-strength software.
First, the framework includes an integrated pointer analyzer
that provides alias information for surface variables, as well as
a detailed model of heap-allocated structures. Pointer information is critical for library-level optimization because almost all
non-trivial library objects are accessed through pointers. Many
of these objects also have internal structure and are represented
as pointer-based data structures. Since dataflow dependences
might exist between internal components we must have a
sound model of memory to avoid applying optimizations
incorrectly.
Second, the framework employs an interprocedural, wholeprogram analysis, allowing the compiler to gather information
about library routine usage over a large scope. Unlike built-in
language operators, library routines are not bound by simple
lexical scoping rules. In conjunction with the use of pointers,
library objects can flow throughout a program. Whole-program
analysis is required not only for correctness, but is also
valuable for exposing optimization opportunities.
Third, the framework supports a range of analysis precision policies, including our own client-driven analysis algorithm [21], which automatically adapts its precision in
response to the needs of the analysis problem. At its most precise, the system is flow-sensitive and context-sensitive, which
provides accurate analysis information even for non-trivial applications, such as those with complex software architectures
and heavy code reuse. This level of precision, however, can
increase analysis costs to an intolerable level. The client-driven
analysis algorithm provides both accuracy and scalability by
applying flow-sensitivity and context-sensitivity only to the
parts of the program where they are needed.
III. O PTIMIZING PLAPACK
In this section we demonstrate the application of our technique to the PLAPACK parallel linear algebra library [34].
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We first provide background about PLAPACK abstractions and
their role in optimization: we present a layered decomposition
of the PLAPACK system and describe the abstractions at each
layer. We then describe the library-level optimizations that we
specified for PLAPACK. We will show the impact of these
optimizations in Section IV.
To explain our technique, we go into considerable detail
about the target library and its abstractions, the mechanics of
the optimizations, and their representation in the annotations.
Before diving into these details, we enumerate the important
points of this section:
 Complex domains, like parallel linear algebra, contain a
wide range of potential optimizations. We show that our
annotations can capture many of these optimizations with
a small number of language constructs.
 The complexity of the PLAPACK interface makes it
challenging for programmers to apply optimizations. The
compiler mechanisms we provide help to overcome these
difficulties by automating the process.
 Most of these optimizations are valid only under particular conditions that are highly domain-specific. Without
the configurable dataflow analyzer, the compiler could not
collect the necessary information.
A. Concepts
PLAPACK is a library for writing parallel linear algebra
programs in C. It consists of approximately 45,000 lines of
C code and provides parallel versions of many of the same
kernel routines found in the BLAS [12] and LAPACK [2]. At
the highest level, it provides an interface that hides much of
the parallelism from the programmer.
A PLAPACK application operates on linear algebra objects, such as matrices and vectors, that are partitioned and
distributed over a grid of processors on the target computer.
The application manipulates these objects indirectly though
handles called views. A view specifies a set of matrix indices
that can be used for subsequent computations. PLAPACK
provides routines to create views, shift views, and split views
into pieces. Figure 7 shows a split that logically divides a
matrix A into four smaller ones.
PLA_Obj_split_4
A

A11

A12

A21

A22

Fig. 7. PLAPACK algorithms operate at a higher level than traditional linear
algebra algorithms by splitting matrices into logical pieces, called views, and
operating on these views.

A typical algorithm starts with an entire object, such as A,
and splits it into manageable pieces. It computes directly on
A11 , A12 and A21 , and then continues iteratively by splitting
the large remaining piece, A22 , until the entire data set has
been visited. A view often captures part of a matrix that
has special properties. Understanding and exploiting these
properties can lead to significant performance improvements.

PLAPACK kernel routines, such as parallel matrix multiplication, are implemented using a lower level set of routines that
make data distribution and movement explicit. At this level, the
library creates objects with special distribution properties and
then uses a communication routine, PLA Copy(), to transfer
data between them.
For example, Figure 8 shows how to compute an outer
product from a matrix column panel and a matrix row panel.
Initially, the column panel A resides on one column of
processors, and row panel B resides on one row of processors.
In the first step, B is duplicated on each row of processors. In
the second step, A is duplicated on each column of processors.
Both of these steps are accomplished using the PLA Copy()
routine. The result is that each processor contains the right
pieces of A and B to compute its part of the outer product.
The final step is for each processor to compute this part using
a local matrix multiply routine. In PLAPACK parlance, local
operations are sequential computations that serve as building
blocks for their parallel counterparts.
B. Optimizations
We now describe the specific optimizations that we use to
produce the results in Section IV. We categorize them according to the PLAPACK layer to which they apply. Figure 9 shows
the three conceptual layers of the PLAPACK implementation.
Each layer has its own programming abstractions, and thus
its own optimizations. We derive our PLAPACK optimizations
from a number of sources. In some cases, we codify techniques
suggested in PLAPACK publications [3]. In other cases, we
examine PLAPACK programs ourselves to determine possible
performance improvements. When we discover a potential
optimization, we determine the circumstance under which it
applies and then formulate a program analysis pass to detect
that circumstance.
Parallel BLAS
Sequential BLAS + Data Distribution
Message Passing Interface

Fig. 9. Logical layers of the PLAPACK implementation. Many libraries
consist of multiple layers, each with its own domain-specific semantics.

The simplest way to use PLAPACK is to program at the
highest layer of abstraction because it provides the most powerful abstractions. It also leverages a large body of reusable
code underneath. However, by working at this high level,
programmers miss many optimization opportunities. Thus,
programmers would ideally write code at the highest level
and let a tool compile this code down to the lowest level. Our
system provides a way to do this.
Global Layer: Parallel BLAS
The highest layer provides parallel linear algebra operations
that hide parallelism from the application developer. It consists
of operations that work on any view, regardless of where the
data resides. At this level, optimizations work in terms of the
matrix domain.
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PLA_Copy()

PLA_Copy()

PLA_Local_Gemm()

Processor grid
AxB

A

B
Fig. 8. Algorithm to compute distributed outer-product of two multi-vectors (matrix panels), A and B, using explicit data replication and local computation.



Scalar algebra. The PLA Scal() routine multiplies
the elements of a matrix or vector by the given scalar
constant. If the constant is known to be one, then the call
has no effect and can be removed. If the constant is zero,
we can replace the call with a special PLAPACK call that
sets all elements to zero.
 Matrix algebra. Like the scalar algebra above, we
can exploit the matrix multiplication identities. The
PLA Gemm() routine computes something of the form
C
A  B + C , so the optimizations are slightly
different. If A or B are zero matrices, then the code
has no effect and can be removed. However, if A or B
is the identity matrix, then the call essentially computes
a matrix addition. We can replace this call with code
that explicitly adds the elements, which is an entirely
local operation that requires no communication between
processors.
Middle Layer: Data Distribution

Split_4

Processor local

Processor grid

On processor row

Fig. 10.
PLAPACK distributes matrix data across the processors. Split
operations often result in special-case distributions, such as sub-matrices that
reside entirely on one processor.

The middle layer uses structured forms of communication
to expose the notions of data distribution and locality. In
Figure 10 we show the same four-way split as Figure 7 with
an overlaid grid that represents the partitioning of the data
over a grid of processors. The actual partitioning is more
complex than a simple block distribution [13], but the basic
observations still hold. The figure shows that a four-way split
of A yields one local view (A11 ), which resides entirely on
one processor, one column panel (A21 ), which resides entirely
on a column of processors, one row panel (A12 ), which resides
entirely on a row of processors, and one view, A22 , which is
a fully distributed submatrix. We can take advantage of such
information to improve performance. In particular, algorithms
that are designed to process distributed matrices can often be
significantly simplified when customized for row panels or
column panels. The middle layer is implemented as a number

of sequential BLAS calls, which operate only on local pieces
of data, and invocations of the PLA Copy() routine, which
move data around on the processor grid.
The most effective optimizations that we have found come
from breaking open the global layer routines to expose their
middle layer implementations. The reason is that the global
layer routines are designed to work with any kind of linear
algebra object, regardless of their size and distribution. However, applications often pass particular special distributions
into these routines, and we can exploit this extra information
to create a customized version of the routine for that particular
distribution.
Rather than enumerate all of these special cases, we define
a set of optimizations that together can transform a generalpurpose implementation into a customized version:


Special-case routine selection. Internally, many PLAPACK routines have multiple implementations that are
specialized for different situations. For example, the
general matrix multiply routine, PLA Gemm(), is implemented internally as three different algorithms for
different matrix shapes. At runtime the routine chooses
from among the algorithms by comparing the relative
sizes of the input matrices. Often we can use libraryspecific analysis to identify these cases at compile time,
thus avoiding the runtime cost.
 View optimizations. We can often simplify the matrix
splitting routines when the input view is already a specialcase distribution. For example, there is no need to vertically split a column panel because it already resides on
a single column of processors. Such optimizations can
eliminate entire loops from the code.
 Empty views. Any computation on an empty view can
be removed. The computational routines (for example,
PLA Gemm() and PLA Trsm()) check for empty views
already, but this is done at runtime and can incur synchronization overhead. Not only can we avoid this cost
by removing the code at compile time, but the static
removal of the code can expose additional optimization
opportunities, such as dead code elimination.
Lower layer: MPI communication
The lower layer contains explicit communication using MPI,
the Message Passing Interface. We have identified several
optimizations at this level. For example, we could analyze the
matrix splitting pattern in an application to determine where
a point-to-point broadcast might yield software pipelining.
However, these experiments require additional annotations that
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we leave as future work.
C. Object type analysis
We are now ready to describe how we encode specific
PLAPACK optimizations using the annotation language. In
PLAPACK the PLA Obj data type represents all linear algebra
objects. However, the library can create and manipulate many
different kinds of objects, such as matrices, vectors, and scalars
(which are called multi-scalars when they are replicated across
processors). The internal library data structures maintain this
type information at runtime so that the various library routines
can handle these objects in the appropriate manner. The
PLA Copy routine, in particular, needs to know the type of
the objects to decide how to perform data copying.
We use the annotation language to track this information at
compile time. Since object types are explicit in the creation
routines, this analysis often succeeds at accurately determining
their types statically. We use this information for two purposes. First, we can make sure that the types passed into
a computation match the expected types. For example, the
PLA Gemv routine expects a matrix and a vector as input.
We use the object type analysis to validate this requirement
at compile time. If the compile-time check succeeds, we can
improve performance by eliminating the runtime check. If the
compile-time check fails, we issue an informative message
describing the nature and location of the error, which allows
the programmer to fix it without having to execute and debug
the program.
The second use of the object type information is to perform
algorithm selection at compile-time. In combination with the
distribution analysis described below, we can often avoid
the cost of the runtime switches that ordinarily make these
choices. By itself, this optimization does not yield significant
performance improvements. With runtime switches removed,
however, the compiler can often inline and further optimize
the implementation of the chosen algorithm.
The ObjType property, shown in Figure 11, provides
names for the different kinds of linear algebra objects. The
base types are matrix, vector, projected vector (Pvector), and
multi-scalar (Mscalar). An ordinary vector is distributed over
the processor grid in a manner that improves matrix-vector operations [13]. A projected vector is a vector that is distributed
like a column or row of a matrix. Multi-vectors consist of
several vectors stored together. A duplicated projected multivector is a projected multi-vector that is replicated across
the rows or columns of the processor grid. Figure 8 shows
graphically two examples of projected multi-vectors being
copied to duplicated projected multi-vectors.
property ObjType : { Matrix,
Vector, Mvector,
Pvector, Pmvector, Dpmvector,
Mscalar }

Fig. 11. The ObjType property captures the different kinds of linear algebra
objects supported by PLAPACK.

Figure 12 shows the annotations for the routine that creates
matrices. Note that we associate the type with the view
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structure, which will allow us to change the type of an object
when it suits the computation better. For example, we can treat
a panel of a matrix as a projected multi-vector, which helps
reduce the amount of work in the copy routine.
procedure PLA_Matrix_create(datatype, length, width,
template_ptr,
v_align, h_align, matrix_out )
{
on_entry { matrix_out --> the_matrix }
on_exit { the_matrix -->
new the_view { length, width,
data --> new data } }
analyze ObjType { the_view <- Matrix }
}

Fig. 12.

The object creation routines set the type of the object.

D. Distribution analysis
The most significant PLAPACK optimizations result from
recognizing and exploiting special-case object distributions.
Figure 13 shows the property annotations for tracking distribution. We define two separate properties, one for the rows of
an object and one for the columns of an object, because the
distribution of rows and columns can vary independently.
property RowDistribution :
{ Unknown { NonEmpty { Distributed,
Local { Duplicated },
Vector },
Empty } }
property ColDistribution :
{ Unknown { NonEmpty { Distributed,
Local { Duplicated } },
Empty } }

Fig. 13. These two annotations describe the different ways that the rows and
columns of a matrix can be distributed.

The distribution of an object is determined initially by
the routine that creates it and subsequently by any splitting
operations applied to it. Figure 14 (a) graphically depicts
the effects of the PLA Obj split 4 routine on the possible
shapes of the input matrix. Figure 14 (b) shows representative
analysis annotations for this routine, which codify the effects
as a set of rules. The actual annotations contain all of the
cases, and they model the ability of the routine to split a matrix
relative to any of the sides of the matrix, not just the top left
corner.
In many instances the split routine produces empty views,
as often happens when a general-purpose routine, such as
PLA Trsm(), is specialized for a context where the input
matrices are not fully distributed. The compiler can eliminate
subsequent operations on these empty views. Figure 15 shows
an example of this optimization. We see that if any of the
dimensions of the inputs is empty, then we remove the call.
Furthermore, consider a loop that repeatedly splits a matrix: if
the matrix is already in the desired form, then the first iteration
of the loop consumes all of the data and all other views are
empty, so the loop can be removed.
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analyze RowDistribution {
if (view_A is-exactly Distributed)
{ view_A11 <- Local
view_A12 <- Local
view_A21 <- Distributed
view_A22 <- Distributed }
if (view_A is-atleast Local)
{ view_A11 <- Local
view_A12 <- Local
view_A21 <- Empty
view_A22 <- Empty }
if (view_A is-exactly Empty)
{ view_A11 <- Empty
view_A12 <- Empty
view_A21 <- Empty
view_A22 <- Empty }
}
analyze ColDistribution {
if (view_A is-exactly Distributed)
{ view_A11 <- Local
view_A12 <- Distributed
view_A21 <- Local
view_A22 <- Distributed }
if (view_A is-atleast Local)
{ view_A11 <- Local
view_A12 <- Empty
view_A21 <- Local
view_A22 <- Empty }
if (view_A is-exactly Empty)
{ view_A11 <- Empty
view_A12 <- Empty
view_A21 <- Empty
view_A22 <- Empty }
}

(a) Effects of splitting matrices.

(b) Annotations codifying these effects.

Fig. 14. Analysis annotations for the PLA Obj Split 4() routine. Depending on the distribution of the input matrix, the split routine can create special
case views or even empty views.

procedure PLA_Trsm(side, uplo, transa, diag, alpha, a, b)
{
on_entry { alpha --> view_alpha
a --> view_a
b --> view_b }
when (RowDistribution : view_a is-exactly Empty ||
ColDistribution : view_a is-exactly Empty ||
RowDistribution : view_b is-exactly Empty ||
ColDistribution : view_b is-exactly Empty)
replace-with %{ ; }%
}

Fig. 15.
removed.

This annotation states that operations on empty views can be

with multiple right-hand sides.
procedure PLA_Trsm(side, uplo, transa, diag, alpha, a, b)
{
on_entry { alpha --> view_alpha
a --> view_a
b --> view_b }
when (RowDistribution : view_a is-atleast Local ||
ColDistribution : view_a is-atleast Local ||
RowDistribution : view_b is-atleast Local ||
ColDistribution : view_b is-atleast Local)
inline;
}

Fig. 16. This annotation uses dataflow analysis information to define a
library-specific inlining policy.

E. Special-case inlining
The first step towards generating customized routines is
to expose the implementations of the global layer routines.
We use library-specific analysis to decide when to perform
inlining, so inlining is only performed where it is likely to
be useful. For most of the level 3 BLAS routines, we use the
following policy: if either the row or the column distributions
of input objects is local, then inline the implementation. This
policy exposes operations on local objects, which tend to yield
the most benefit. Figure 16 shows the annotations for inlining
the PLA Trsm() routine, which performs a triangular solve

F. Algebraic simplifications
At both the global layer and the middle layer, we define
optimizations that take advantage of algebraic identities. Figure 17 shows two examples for the PLA Scal() routine,
which applies a scalar multiplier to all elements of a matrix.
When the scalar is equal to one, the multiplication has no
effect, and we can remove it. When the scalar is zero, we can
avoid the multiplication operations and just set the matrix to
zero.
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procedure PLA_Scal(alpha, a)
{
on_entry { alpha --> view_alpha { length, width,
data --> data_alpha }
a --> view_a }
when (data_alpha == 1.0)
replace-with %{ ; }%
when (data_alpha == 0.0)
replace-with %{ PLA_Obj_set_to_zero( $a ); }%
}

Fig. 17.

This annotation exploits domain-specific algebraic identities.

Such opportunities might seem to be rare, but they often
appear after inlining. For example, the PLA Scal() routine
is called inside the implementation of PLA Gemm() to handle
the coefficients alpha and beta. In almost all cases these values
are zero, one, or minus one. However, we cannot exploit this
information until the routine is inlined.

optimizations, so the process typically requires four or five
iterations.
B. Programs
We use three programs for these experiments: (1) Cholesky
factorization, (2) LU factorization, and (3) the Kernel of
a Lyapunov equation solver. The baseline version of the
Cholesky factorization is shown in Figure 18. The Lyapunov
equation [4] arises in control theory applications. It is more
complex than the other two and poses a more challenging optimization problem for our approach. The PLAPACK authors
provided our baseline implementation [30].
while ( 1 ) {
PLA_Obj_split_size( a_next, PLA_SIDE_TOP,
& size_top, & owner_top );
PLA_Obj_split_size( a_next, PLA_SIDE_LEFT,
& size_left, & owner_left );
if ( size = min(size_top, size_left )) break;

G. Redundant copy removal idiom
PLAPACK programs use the copy routine to redistribute
data so that they are in a suitable form for subsequent computations. If, however, the input submatrices are already suitably
distributed for a given call site, no copying is necessary. This
situation occurs in the specialization of the triangular solve
routine PLA Trsm(). Unfortunately, the current annotation
language cannot express this optimization because it requires
the compiler to recognize and replace a sequence of library
calls. (We have defined the syntax for such an optimization
and we anticipate having this capability in the future [21].)
For the experiments in Section IV we show results for both
the fully-automated system and results that include the copy
remove optimization applied by hand.
IV. R ESULTS
This section presents performance results obtained by applying our system to a set of PLAPACK applications and kernels.
We find that the annotations effectively specify library-level
optimizations and that these optimizations produce significant
performance gains across layers of abstraction.
A. Methodology
We start with well-written versions of three PLAPACK programs, which serve as a baseline and represent our ideal programming style: the code clearly expresses the algorithm and
is unobscured with hand-coded optimizations. The programs
generally use the highest layer of PLAPACK, but they are by
no means poor implementations. They perform competitively
with similar programs written using other parallel programming technologies. We apply library-level optimization to all
three programs using a single set of PLAPACK annotations.
We apply a series of optimization passes to each program.
Each pass first performs the library-specific analysis, followed
by the library-specific code transformations. We then apply a
set of “cleanup” optimizations, including constant propagation,
control-flow simplification, and dead-code elimination. We
repeat this process until no new code transformations occur.
We find that there is considerable synergy between these

PLA_Obj_split_4(a_next, size, size, & a_cur, PLA_DUMMY,
& a_col, & a_next );
PLA_Local_chol( uplo,

a_cur );

PLA_Trsm( PLA_SIDE_RIGHT, PLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR,
PLA_TRANS, PLA_NONUNIT_DIAG,
one, a_cur, a_col );
PLA_Syrk( PLA_LOWER_TRIANGULAR, PLA_NO_TRANS,
min_one, a_col, one, a_next );
}

Fig. 18.

The main loop of the baseline Cholesky factorization.

C. Annotations
We have shown several examples of the PLAPACK annotations, but due to space limitations we do not include the
entire annotation file. The following summary characterizes
the annotation file and the annotation effort.
 The PLAPACK library consists of about 45K lines of C
code. The PLAPACK annotation file consists of about
3400 lines of annotations.
 We annotated 85 PLAPACK routines. Each routine averages about 40 lines of annotations. While most routines
require about 20 lines to annotate, several routines, such
as the view splitting routines, require as many as 200
lines to handle all of the analysis cases.
 About 30% of the annotation file is devoted to the pointer
and dependence information. In our current language this
information must be repeated in each routine.
 The annotations define seven library-specific program
analyses (property annotations). Only one of them, the
ViewUsed property, is a backward analysis.
 There are 48 error reporting and debugging annotations.
 There are 70 code transformation annotations. Of these,
the majority remove useless computations—e.g., computing on an empty view. Many others describe the
conditions for inlining the implementation of a routine.
This emphasis reflects our goal of generating customized
code from general-purpose routines.
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D. Platform

25
Percent improvment
over baseline version

For these experiments we use Broadway as a cross compiler:
we compile the programs locally on a Pentium 4 workstation
running Linux, and then copy the source to the parallel
environment, an IBM Power4-based multiprocessor. This multiprocessor consists of a tightly-bound network of three 16way symmetric multiprocessors (SMP), one 32-way SMP, and
32 4-way SMPs. Each processor runs at 1.3Ghz. We compile
using the vendor-supplied tools, and we link against the vendor
supplied Message Passing Interface (MPI), which handles the
non-uniform memory architecture.
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Fig. 19. Percent improvement for Cholesky on 64 processors. The curves for
the hand-coded and Broadway+copy-idiom versions sit on top of one another.
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For each of the three programs, we measure the execution
time of the baseline version and two Broadway optimized
versions: one with the redundant copy idiom and one without
(see Subsection III-G). For Cholesky factorization, we also
time a version that is hand-optimized by the PLAPACK
implementation team. We run each program on a range of
input matrix sizes, from 10001000 to 80008000, and on
a range of processor grids, from 22 processors to 1010
processors.
We find the following general results:
 Our PLAPACK annotations consistently improve performance. Depending on the program, the problem size, and
the number of processors the improvement ranges from
just a few percent to 30 percent.
 Overall, the per-processor performance improvement increases as we increase the number of processors and
decreases as we increase the problem size. This suggests
that our annotations are effectively eliminating the software overhead associated with the library layers.
 While the redundant copy idiom noticeably improves
performance, the rest of the annotations also contribute
significantly.
For each program, we show the performance improvement obtained by using Broadway. The three program-specific graphs
show the percent improvement in execution time over the
baseline version for 64 processors (an 88 grid) over a range
of problem sizes.
Figure 19 shows the results for the Cholesky factorization
program. The code generated by the specialization strategy
alone runs 13 to 18 percent faster than the baseline version.
When we include the redundant copy idiom, the improvement
jumps to between 22 and 29 percent. In this case, our
Broadway-generated version runs as fast as the hand-coded
Cholesky factorization written by the library authors, which
serves as an upper bound for our approach. In fact, many
of the optimizations codified in our annotations come from
insights into this hand-coding process [3]. In annotation form,
however, we can easily apply the same optimizations to other
programs, including the other two test programs.
Figure 20 shows results for LU factorization. This program
is dominated by calls the triangular solve routine, so the
redundant copy idiom makes a significant difference. Manual
inspection of the Broadway-generated code indicates that there
are few additional optimization opportunities at the PLAPACK
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Fig. 20.

Percent improvement for LU on 64 processors.

level of abstraction. (For problems larger than 4000 by 4000,
the improvement obtained without the copy idiom is negligible, and even falls slightly below the baseline for 5000 by
5000.)
Figure 21 shows the result for the Lyapunov equation solver.
These results represent a more significant test of our approach
because of the program’s complexity. The specialization strategy improves performance by 5 to 10 percent. The addition of
the redundant copy idiom improves performance by 9 to 15
percent.
Figure 22 shows the results for all three programs on a
large fixed-size problem, plotted against the number of processors. For Cholesky factorization and the Lyapunov solver,
the library-level optimizations provide consistent and scalable
performance improvement. The LU factorization appears to
scale more poorly beyond 36 processors, but still maintains a
consistent improvement. Figure 23 shows the execution times
of the three programs for varying problem sizes.
F. Discussion
The experiments described above lead us to believe that
library-level optimization is an effective way to optimize
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layered scientific systems. Several observations about the
experiments contribute to this conclusion:
 The technique works because it exploits domain-specific
semantics that would otherwise be ignored by conventional compilers. Without a notion of matrices and data
distributions, none of the optimizations we applied to
PLAPACK are possible.
 The technique is effective because it crosses software layers, optimizing each layer in the context of the application
and the layers above. Our design allows the compiler
to shift from one domain to the next, systematically
processing each layer.
 Even with limited configurability, the annotations capture
useful and interesting properties of the layer abstractions.
We find only a few optimizations that we could not
adequately express in the language; these optimizations
work on MPI routines and require an accurate model of
communication.
 The annotations can be difficult to develop, but this difficulty is mitigated by two factors. First, we can develop
annotations incrementally, adding new optimizations as
we discover them. Second, the cost of the annotations
can be amortized across a large number of applications
that use the library.
 The manual application of the PLAPACK optimizations is
infeasible because it is tedious and because the resulting
code is incomprehensible and unmaintainable.
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Fig. 23. Execution time for the three programs, with and without Broadway
optimization.

AND FUTURE WORK

In order to provide better optimization and error detection
services, programming tools such as optimizing compilers and
software checkers need improved information about program
behavior. Existing systems have focused almost entirely on
obtaining this information directly from application programmers. We believe that by using software libraries, programmers
are already providing a wealth of domain-specific information.
By capturing and codifying this information, we can significantly improve the quality of compilation without requiring
any changes to existing programs or existing programming
practices.
While this foundational work has produced promising results, we believe that it only scratches the surface of a large
untapped source of optimization. We have identified a number
of potential improvements and future directions:
 Richer types of dataflow analysis. Our annotation
language currently supports a relatively simple class of
program analysis problems. More generalized dataflow
analyses would allow our compiler to construct more
complex models of the library’s domain.
 Code patterns. The current compiler only allows the
annotations to replace individual library calls with other
code. We can expand our range of optimizations by
supporting annotations that recognize stylized patterns of
library routine usage and can replace or alter the entire
sequence.
 Domain-specific traditional optimizations. In the current compiler implementation, the traditional optimiza-
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tions, such as constant propagation and dead-code elimination, work on library routines in exactly the same
way that they work on primitive operations. For other
traditional optimizations, however, we can formulate optimizations that work on library routines by analogy
to their primitive counterparts. For example, if we tell
the compiler that a particular library routine effectively
creates a copy of an object, then it can apply a domainspecific version of copy propagation. Other traditional
optimizations lend themselves to this technique: common
subexpression elimination, management of resources, and
scheduling. By exploiting existing algorithms, we can
continue to keep the annotations simple.
Our work also suggests a new approach to designing software
libraries that takes advantage of compiler support. In the
future, such a library might consist of two distinct interfaces,
one for the programmer to use and one for the compiler to
target. The programmer’s interface would focus on providing
straightforward and intuitive access to the library’s domain
without exposing implementation and performance details.
This high-level interface serves two purposes: first, it makes
the programmer’s job easier, and second, it provides domainspecific information for the compiler. The compiler interface
consists of low-level library routines that serve as the compiler
target and that give the compiler fine-grained control over the
implementation. At this level, the routines implement the basic
building blocks of the domain. The compiler analyzes the highlevel interface and generates an appropriate implementation by
assembling these building blocks.
Our technique is not strictly limited to libraries: it can exploit module boundaries—wherever they occur in software—
to convey domain-specific information to the compiler. Our
research is part of a wider trend in programming language
research towards using software modularity to improve the
capabilities and the performance of software engineering tools.
We hope that by providing tools that are practical as well as
powerful, we can help to move some of the valuable advances
in compiler research into everyday programming practice.
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